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Regarding Doline Formation in Increasing Numbers in Recent Years Around Konya Plains 

 
Doğu ATEŞ1 

 

Particularly in local newspapers and frequently in the national press it is being announced in recent years that new 

landslides are being experienced around Konya Plains. It is being reported that after most of the said incidents, 

geographical formations are established named as “doline” having a circular shape and in the center of which it 

takes place a lake. The issue of dolines is a subject being followed-up closely by the Turkish geographical 

community since a long time and about which almost everybody has some knowledge more or less.  

 

The term doline 2 is being used conceptually in a misnaming way in Turkey as the common name of all the karstic 

collapse formations. In fact, the name was derived from the pure Turkish verb of “opmak”, meaning of which 

covers all the geographical formations established as result of a collapse. However, in our day, karstic collapse 

structures consist of many different types, thus, named under various titles in the international community. By its 

meaning used in Turkey doline, can be defined as, “circular shapes formed when it collapses some time later and 

it is eliminated the vacancy established when the underground waters present in lands where decomposable 

rockmasses take place in, decompose the rockmasses and move them away.” 

 

Dolines can be seen almost in every part of Turkey which is a part of the Alpine-Himalayan fold belt. However, 

these interesting geographical formations are seen mostly in the region named “Obruk Platosu” (“Doline Plateau”) 

in the North of Konya Plains. The subject of the article is the causes of the doline formations in increasing numbers 

in recent years in proximity of Konya Plains and the risks which could arise in the future.  

 

MAP OF TURKEY’S KARST REGIONS 

Karst regions-City centers 

 

 
 

Map 1: Karst Lands 

in Turkey 

Source: L. NAZİK 2004 The Larst Regions of Turkey © All Rights of the Map are Reserved.               cografyaharita.com R.SAYGILI 2016  
 

When it is considered the distribution of the lands having karstic properties bearing the conditions required for 

doline formation in Turkey3, it can be said that such type of lands are seen widespread across the country (Map 1). 

However, only the presence of karstic rockmasses is not sufficient for doline formation. In order collapse dolines 

can be established, the ground bottom level must take place below the topographical height of the land. In our 

country they occupy quite a large area, high terraces split deeply and bearing such quality. In fact, the identification 

used for Turkey, “Anatolian High Plateaus”, represents a significant reality within such context. That’s to say, the 

Anatolian Peninsula, is a high plateau wherein rockmasses of karstic quality are present almost in every part of it. 

For such reason, it is possible to see karstic collapse formations in every part of the Anatolian Peninsula fragmented 

and split considerably by rivers. 

 
               

                                                           
1 Ankara High School Geography Teacher 
2 In the international geomorphology literature, the karstic collapse structures are being referred to under many different names. 

The name “doline” shall be used for all karstic collapse formations in Turkey since, this issue of naming could be the subject 

of another article and it is very much beyond the purpose of this article. 
3 The maps used in the article have been drawn-up by the precious teacher of geography, Ramazan SAYGILI. 
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Distribution of 

Plateau Sites in 
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When they are examined jointly, the map of the plateaus present in our country and a map showing the karst lands, 

it is pointed out that they occupy quite a large place the lands bearing the conditions required for doline formation 

in Turkey. However, such type of geographical formations are being observed mostly around Konya Plains and 

on the Taurus Mountains. In addition to these, karstic collapse formations are being seen also in the region 

remaining between Kayseri-Çankırı-Sivas where it takes place the lacustrine neogene aged evaporite rockmasses 

(gypsum, rocksalt).  

 

When the dolines located around Konya Plains are considered, it is seen that some part of these are typical collapse 

dolines formed on hillsides of Taurus Mountains looking at Anatolia. These are geographical formations named 

as “collapse sinkhole” in international literature. We found the chance to see the said dolines frequently and 

examine them in the region between Konya-Karaman and in the Middle Taurus mountains in the South of these 

city centers. These type of dolines were usually formed by collapse of cave ceilings. However, the collapses which 

are the subject of this article are collapses seen in the Doline Plateau taking place between Konya Plains and Salt 

Lake and the river bottom valleys in the west of Konya city center.  

 

The collapse dolines referred to as doline and which give its name to the plateau splitting the Salt Lake and the 

plain from each other by taking place in the North of Konya Plains, have given its name also to region called the 

“Doline Plateau”, too. From the detailed studies carried out in the region by Dr. Oğuz EROL4, it is being 

understood that the formation of the dolines in here occurred by the underground water flow system experienced 

between the “Large Konya Lake and the Large Salt Lake” coming out in the ice ages and in the periods between 

ice ages.  

 

Figure 1: According to Erol, there is a 

big underground water flow system 

experienced between the Large Salt 

Lake and Konya Plains in the late 

geological age. According to this, the 

Large Konya Lake 1000 m high is feding 

from underground the Large Salt Lake 

905m high. This system caused dolines 

to be formed in various levels during the 

ice ages and the periods between the ice 

ages.   
          
According to Erol, a big underground water flow system aroused between today’s Salt Lake and Konya Plains 

during the ice ages and the periods between ice ages experienced within Quaternary. In his study Erol, has 

considerably described the formation of the Doline Plateau and he has revealed the correlations between this place 

and the Large Salt pluvial lake. According to him, in the ice ages and the periods between ice ages experienced 

within Quaternary, an underground water flow system was established from the Large Salt Lake to the Large 

Konya Lake which disappeared in our day and various karstic formations were developed in the region as 

connected to this.  

 

                                                           
4 Erol,O., 1987, Geomorphological Development of the Dolines in the Northwest of Konya-Karapınar and the Correlations 

Between the Konya and Salt Lake Pleistocene Pluvial Lakes, İ.U. Marine Sciences and Geography Institute Bulletin, p.7, 

1990. 



 

Figure 2:The climatic and environmental 

changes experienced in quaternary, caused 

two large lakes to be formed in the interior 

parts of Anatolia. In the figure it has been 

shown the areas occupied by these lakes and 

the Obruk Platosu (Doline Plateau) located 

between these two basins. The correlation 

between Konya plains and the Salt Lake can 

be described as follows in easiest way. 

“Everybody knows the combined vessels 

experiment. According to this, if there is any 

level difference between two vessels 

connected to each other, the water level 

moves from the higher level towards the 

lower level. According to this, the ancient 

Konya lake and the ancient Salt Lake should 

be considered as two large vessels. These 

two lakes are connected to each other from 

under the Doline Plateau.”    

          
According to Erol, this system is active since the Lowest Pleistocene (Baventian). The Konya Lake basin 

connected to the Salt Lake basin in the North by means of the drainage network becoming distinct by braided 

valleys on the Upper Pliocene (D III) erosion surface covering Anatolia from end to end at the beginning, was 

karstified within Quaternary and gone underground. The Large Konya Lake and the Large Salt Lake which 

occupied different areas during ice age and periods between ice age, were evaporated and disappeared in the 

Holocene age. One of the most concrete evidences of the giant inland lakes taking place here, is the large salt 

accumulation which takes place in the Salt Lake and the various mineral deposits available in the large and small 

lakes situated around it.  

 

In addition to the surface surveys carried out on site, also various observations have been made in and around the 

“Kara Cehennem Mağarası” (“Dark Hell Cave”) 5 located on the west side of the doline plateau, too. This cave 

located in the east of the Ankara-Konya highway, inside a low flat hill on the west side of the Doline Plateau is -

110 meter deep. In a similar way, by its -245 meter depth, the Felengi Cave6 which is the 31st. deepest cave in 

Turkey, provides significant information on the depth of the karstification experienced in the Doline Plateau. Some 

brief information about the Dark Hell Cave, gives a clear idea on the karstification experienced in the Doline 

Plateau. “After the initial vertical descend of 50 meters, it is reached at a hall of a vast width. It is descended on a 

hill here comprised of stones of various sizes understood that such stones were thrown by people. This hill is 40 

meters high and it is situtaed in the middle of the cave hall. When it is reached at the bottom of the cave 

approximately -90 meter deep, the cave turns into a shape of a gallery advancing towards the North (in direction 

of Salt Lake) other than the large hall. After a short section of a few 100 m, the cave is clogged as not to allow any 

person to go through and so it ends-up. The way of formation of the Dark Hell Cave which remains in the “vadose 

zone” in our day in karstic terms, is one of the concrete evidences of the underground water movement experienced 

in the Doline Plateau.  

 

When they are considered the dolines taking place on the plateau, an attention drawing point regarding these comes 

in evidence. For example, it was thought by previous researchers that the karstification in here was formed inside 

this type of rockmasses since, celebrated dolines like, Kızören, Meyil, Çıralı, Timraş, were usually formed on 

neogene aged lacustrine sedimentary rockmasses. However, it is being understood that the principal karstic process 

experienced in here, took place in the limestones bearing the quality of Mesozoic aged karstification covered by 

Neogene formations in deeper parts of Konya Plains and Doline plateau. That’s to say, the Neogene aged lacustrine 

limestones seen in the Doline Plateau don’t have the quality of karstification.  

 

Some scientists carrying out studies in the region, asserted that the formation of the dolines on the site is correlated 

to the “Karadağ, Karacadağ and Meke-Acıgöl” young volcanism. It is a known reality that the volcanic activities 

experienced 10.000-20.000 years ago influenced the karstification and strengthened the doline formation. 

However, it is an incomplete description to correlate the formation of dolines with the underground waters “which 

become aggressive against limestone during volcanic eruptions and bearing ample carbondioxide”.  

 

                

                                                           
5 While performing duty in the Mineral Research and Exploration Institute in years 2001-2002, Doğu ATEŞ made various 

observations in the region. 
6 Felengi Cave; is the 31st. deepest cave (-245 m) of our country located in the Doline Plateau. By its length of 1735 meters, 

it reveals clearly the size of the underground water movement experienced in here. 



    
And, the second group of dolines taking place in the west of Konya Plains, is quite different from the formations 

on the Doline Plateau. The dolines taking place here are usually geographical formations coming out as result of 

wrong way of land use made by humans. Wrong dam location selections made in the region under scope of the 

Konya Plains irrigation project, have caused to come out new collapses different from those in the Doline Plateau 

in terms of formation. For instance, the Konya province May Dam 7 is a typical example for this. In the dam 

completed in 1960, a short time after it started to retain water, the dam was evacuated instantaneously after the 

water level reached at 6.7 meters. The surveys made have shown that in the dam lake site, there are 33 numbers of 

water swallowers (dolines) developed as collapses. Many numbers of dam surveys made in the west of the Konya 

city center, were interrupted due to the water swallower dolines formed on the site rapidly. Many numbers of small 

dams taking place here today have been abandoned to their fates without being able to use them.  

 

The dolines located in the North of Konya Plains, seen in the Doline Plateau, is the natural result of the underground 

water movement between the pluvial lakes experienced in the last ice age. Within such context, doline formation 

keeps ongoing also today8. Because, these formations are usually established far away from residential centers, 

they don’t exhibit any concrete risk for the community. And, the second group of dolines are dolines of 

waterswallowing (doline) character appearing in the dam sites built under scope of the “Konya Plains Project”. It 

can’t be said that neither these carry a social risk since, these, too, are located away from residential places.  

 

Why, doline formation is accelerated in our day? The answer of this question is as follows; In addition that the 

Konya Plains is the cereal depot of our country, in recent years it has become also “a sugar cane planting site” 

increasing rapidly. It is being said that in all parts of the plain 20.000 artesian drillings have been made extracting 

water from various different depths to supply the plentiful of water needed during production of this product. 

Therefore, overuse of such plentiful of water, causes to increase the karstic gaps which the underground waters 

are present in. The underground water functioning as the ground bottom level for Konya plains is retreating rapidly 

to a deeper level. Such case, meaning, consuming in time the waters present in the gaps coming out underground, 

causes the underground water balance in the region to become disrupted strongly. Therefore, it can be said that the 

doline formations experienced in Konya province would keep ongoing increasingly in the coming period of time, 

too. Moreover, in the short term even if it sounds good the idea to meet the water need of Konya Plains by 

extracting water from Beyşehir lake, in the long term it would cause this lake to disappear. Because, the lake is 

receiving its waters from underground waters and particularly, from its sources under the karstic lake. The feeding 

area of the lake from the surface is quite small with respect to the size of the lake area. Therefore, the lake from 

which 50 m3 of water is extracted daily, is at a very high risk in the near future. On the other hand, it shouldn’t be 

forgotten that also the small dam sites in which the waters collected from the lake would be accumulated in the 

proximity surroundings of Konya Plains, are formed of permeable karstic rockmasses.  

 

After it is described the case in the Konya city center and its surroundings, it can be mentioned about the measures 

which have to be taken against the major risks on site. The first one of these is ; in selection of workplace and 

housing location, the resistivity and geophysical soil surveys of the land must strictly be done. So, by this way, it 

can be prevented to build workplaces or dwellings in places under which there are large karstic gaps. And, a second 

and another more important point is to prevent to extract excess water from thousands of the artesian drillholes 

taking place in the plain. The way to do this is to raise awareness on irrigation subject for the farmer and to 

widespread the method of drop irrigation. And, finally, because, collapses and subsidences are quite widespread 

in places to turn into a doline, detailed site surveys must be done in such places and the problematic points must 

be determined on a large-scale map. By this way, it would be obtained a proper fundamental map for cadastral 

works which could be carried out in the future.  

 

                                                           
7 Ateş D., Three Meteorites Have Fallen into May Dam, The Blue Planet JMO Popular Science Journal, 7.P.f, Ankara, 2003 
8 Tapur, T., Bozyiğit R., Current Doline Formations in Konya Province, Marmara Geography Journal, P. 31 İstanbul, 2015                     


